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Problem Statement

Classical Social Theorists are engaging with the most basic questions concerning life, society
and the individual. If they are taught in a particular way, the theories are actually fairly simple
ideas that any student can understand. Students can engage with the material from where they
are situated in the world; the theories become relevant to them. In order to facilitate this
process, students need to feel a sense of ownership of their academic work and should feel like
active participants in knowledge production, rather than passive consumers. I have created a
wiki for my students to collaboratively rewrite the texts into their own words, adding in
contemporary examples. Once they have rewritten the classical texts they are used for a
purpose of the students’ choosing, for example a zine, poster, or website.
Pedagogical Background

Classical Sociological Theory can be intimidating to students—many of the texts have been
translated, and all of them are written over 100 years ago. This is in addition to the very
challenging theoretical ideas. Marx, Durkheim, Weber, Du Bois, and Freud are canonized and
thus seen as an authority, and an esoteric one at that. Often this is the biggest hurdle for
students—they think they cannot understand the work. Theory is often seen as something
above students’ heads, or as something external to their real, material lives.
The first reading of the class is the Communist Manifesto by Karl Marx (collaboratively written
with Engels—imagine what those two could have done with a wiki!). The exercise will be to
rewrite the portion of the Manifesto that we will have discussed in class. After a few semesters
of working out the kinks and bugs I might consider doing this for each of the theorists we
discuss. This process will put students in the role of knowledge producers, rather than mere
consumers.
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Issues within the Discipline
Within the discipline of Sociology this type of a project is relevant because it can be a way to
challenge and engage critically with the unquestioned privileged status given to these texts.
Jeffery Alexander (1987) claims this privileged status is granted by the belief that we are
supposedly able to get as much out of these older texts as we are to get out of any
contemporary work. The way these texts are read, then, still shapes the discipline. Connell
(1997) makes the argument that as the texts represent what is sociological, “they influence what
kind of discussion counts as sociological theory, what theoretical language sociologists are to
speak in, and what problems are most worth speaking about.” Further, he says, that “canon,”
originally meaning a rule or edict of the Church, overemphasizes the importance of a few great
men at the same time excluding and discrediting the noncanonical. He points out the irony in
this because the sociologists of the late 19th century were not like this—“they had a sense of
adventure, a skepticism about authority, and a breadth of interest, which we could still do with”.
Connell argues “the classical canon in sociology was created, mainly in the United States, as
part of an effort at reconstruction after the collapse of the first European-American project of
sociology”. Connell argues that, ironically, the same circumstances that produced the canon
also produced a disjunction in academic sociology between “theory” and “research.” Although
the canon provides symbolic legitimation for the discipline, the “founding fathers” did not and still
do not motivate the empirical work, even when scholars are discussing the methodological
aspects of the canon. Connell goes on to argue that it becomes “important to consider not only
which writers are included and excluded, but also which problems”. This is why having students
re-write the text becomes an interesting project. They can literally bring their own problems into
the work. Gender, sexuality, race, and imperialism were not considered core issues in the
canon formation, but this project allows students to bring them back, along with any other issues
in their lives.
The Benefits of Technology
Once students integrate their own lives into the material, the use of the internet facilitates
bringing the material into others’ lives. By virtue of putting anything on the internet, one is
widening the audience from that of just the traditional group of students and instructor. The
form this project will assume is that of a wiki. A wiki can refer to a website, or software that a
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website runs. It has three important features: you do not need to download any software to use
the program; it is easy to figure out how to use; and it is designed to support collaborative
projects (Konieczny, 2007). Mejias (2011) argues wikis engender a new understanding of the
potential of digital media by forcing learners to rethink the way they write. Part of that rethinking
is writing for a broad audience, rather than just for the instructor. This changes the agency of
the student because it allows them to select, in some ways, the audience for their work— and
thus may change the personal significance of their work as well.
What would be unique about this specific project, however, is that it forces them to rethink what
they read as well. Terry Anderson (2008) has argued that effective learning does not happen in
a content vacuum. He argues that each discipline contains its own worldview that provides its
own way of talking about knowledge—students need to be given opportunities to participate in
the discourse. This project allows them to put the discourse into their own words. This, in
conjunction with other projects throughout the semester, will allow students to feel comfortable
participating in the classical discourse of sociology, but also able to produce their own
contemporary social thought.
This is a new approach to teaching classical theory because in using a technology that explores
the relationship between the individual and the collective, it is forcing students to confront the
very subject matter they are learning. What is the relationship between the individual and
society? You can see each classical theorist addressing this in some way, and this project has
students engage with their own role as an individual but within the context of larger social
conditions. Vie and deWinter (2008) point out that wikis challenge the thought that ideas are a
unique product of individual labor and can thus “belong” to a single person. This makes
students confront not only the text they are reading, but also the text that they are producing.
This is particularly relevant in a Classical Theory course because of the authority granted to the
canon. The five theorists taught over the semester can be taught in a way that makes their texts
and ideas seem like they are single handedly produced (in fact, I admit I reify this myself by
never giving Engels credit for the manifesto!). However, using wikis in this way may draw the
students to think critically about how academic work, authorship, and indeed thought itself
manifest themselves as social productions. This is a kind of meta-sociology, or sociology of
sociology that I try to cultivate in my class.

However, Caeton (2008) argues that wikis undermine the authority of authors while still
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maintaining the authority attributed to the seemingly solidified products of discourse. Which is
why there is a second step to the assignment, which is to transform the newly produced text into
a distributable product that does not reify knowledge by leaving the text up as a straightforward
solid product. Zines and posters are distributable products that engage with an audience in a
political way taking what they have learned throughout the semester one step further—turning
the theory into a practice.
Vie and deWinter (2008) argue that by challenging the authority of the single authorial voice,
wikis call into question traditional notions of intellectual property as a market commodity. This is
a way for Classical Theory students to practice the theory, not just read it. One of the main
questions covered throughout the semester is how does structure shape agency? This serious
question is addressed by this project on multiple levels, hopefully getting through to the students
on multiple fronts. Students must confront this in their own work. Vie and deWinter ask “can
wikis be used as pedagogical tools that challenge capitalist power structures while still providing
students the necessary skills to succeed in diverse writing environments?” This is the goal I
hope to produce—students will be reading about the challenge to capitalist power structures
while also using their own writing as a practice of subversion.
Disrupting the Academy
This is a challenge to the nature of the Academy in that students are not producing their own
material as individuals but are part of the collective—producing in a commons. This is part of a
larger project of mine as an instructor; at some point I hope to stop grading my students work. I
will continue to give them feedback, but will have students use consensus style discussions to
create their own rubrics and have grading teams where they can help each other to learn how to
self-assess—I see this wiki project as a step in that direction. This helps me to disrupt the
conventional approach to teaching which uses the teacher-as-authority model. As Vie and
deWinter state: “wikis bolster the view that no individual can ‘own’ ideas—there is no solitary
author”. This is the larger project of teaching students ideas while also disrupting the notion of
what an idea is and how they are produced.
Personas and Use Case-Scenarios

The student personas are ideal types, in Weberian terms, of students I have experienced in the
past five years of teaching. I did not base them on students from this semester as they would
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also be participating in the proof of concept, however, some of my students do share some of
the traits. The faculty persona is, of course, based on myself.
Personas

Tech-savvy Tommy: Tommy is not particularly fluent in Classical Theory but he has used wikis
in classes before. He has all of the technical skills down, but does not fully understand how to
collaborate yet. He thinks that he will be fine in the course because of how much the wiki project
is emphasized and how good his tech skills are generally.
Luddite Lucy: Lucy is an older student who takes school very seriously. She is comfortable
participating in class discussion and talking with her classmates after school. However,
because of the generation gap she is conscious that she might lag when it comes to the
technological skills. She has heard the instructor say that they will do tutorials and that it is not
that complicated, but she is still nervous. She even considered dropping the course to one that
did not require technology. She stayed because no other section fit her schedule.
Capitalist Carlton: Carlton thinks Karl Marx is a joke. His dad works on Wall Street and is good
friends with Bill O’Reilly. Carlton is used to participating in a certain rhetoric that he hears at
home. If he had to re-write Marx he would re-write the theory to support Capitalism.
Faculty Farrah: Farrah is excited to try to have her students collaborate and to have more
ownership over the material, especially by literally putting it in their own words. She has some
technological skills but is a little nervous about what might happen if she has to troubleshoot.
Use Case Scenario
Tech-savvy Tommy: Tommy initially feels confident logging in and getting started. He sets the
trend for other students by demonstrating things students did not know they could do on the
wiki. For example, he leaves a comment for Capitalist Carlton about the nature of one of his
revisions. Luddite Lucy sees this and asks Tommy for help.

Luddite Lucy: Lucy apprehensively logs in for the first time and realizes that it actually is pretty
intuitive. She struggles finding the right buttons at first but once she firms up her skills on how
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to get to the wiki, she doesn’t have a problem using it. For Lucy the issue is not using the
technology but navigating between the main page, the wiki project page, and the edit and view
pages—she has trouble understanding why everything is in a different place because she
doesn’t fully understand the logic behind the site. Lucy occasionally types in the wrong place
but her students help her out by moving her comments to the appropriate place.

Capitalist Carlton: Carlton has no problem with the technology, but has a problem with the
material. He does not like that even the ‘conservative’ sociologists would like to move away
from Capitalism. He tries to undermine Faculty Farrah by rewriting the radical out of Marx. He
also does not support the idea of collaboration and says that Wikipedia is written by a bunch of
hippies who should get a job; this makes collaboration difficult. Students are apprehensive
about changing Carlton’s work because of his aggressive presence in class and online.
Faculty Farrah: She sets up the site and tries to hang back. The students seem to be helping
each other out when one is struggling which makes her feel good. She has the choice to look at
the revision history to see if she wants to grade using that method, but instead chooses to give
the same grade to everyone because she can see via the social networking aspect of the site,
as well as in class discussion, that everyone is interested and participating. However, she is still
struggling with how to assess Carlton’s contributions.
Proof of Concept

The proof of concept exists as a wiki located at classicaltheory.wikispaces.com.

Using Wikispaces.com I have set up an account for myself as well as for the three student
personas, and eight of my current students have worked on the project as volunteers. I have
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created the main site and assigned my students as a team on a project entitled Communist
Manifesto.
The formal assignment for this project is on the site and reads as follows:

Audience and Role: You are writing this new manifesto for those interested in
understanding class struggle. You are a group of political activists.
Task: Marx and Engel's Manifesto needs a spruced up New York Version.
Translate and re-write the language into more contemporary wording, in your
voices, collaboratively. If you aren't comfortable changing a part of the wiki, leave
a comment or start a discussion thread to see how your team feels.
Format: While on the wiki the format will be similar to the original manifesto--a
public declaration of principles, but you may also want to start a discussion of
how to transform the text after the re-write is completed. Will you make this into a
flyer? A zine? A poster?
They are all placed on one team, and I have pasted an excerpt from Marx’s manifesto to
translate/rewrite. The instructions for the assignment are on the home page along with
instructions for how to access the wiki project from that page. As with the personas, students
who have volunteered have done so for different reasons and thus differ in skill level and
interest in the project. The current number of students working on this is only a small portion of
the students that would work on this if it were in effect as a full course project.

Actual Students’ Use of the Wiki

The text is being translated or re-written, typically one line edit at a time, by students logging in
and making changes, looking to see what others have changed, and then doing more editing.
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Some students have had trouble figuring out what exactly to do on the site, but have discovered
useful ways to problem solve for themselves. For example a student (username: wenkroy) had
a question that I was not sure how to interpret, and even though she thought that she did not
understand the site, she managed to find a way to send me a personal message.

At this point in my use of Wikispaces I did not even know this was a feature. She then figured
out how to upload a document of a few screen shots of her problem to a pages and files
function of the site (another feature of which I was not yet aware).

This was interesting and inspiring because even though she felt that she was missing out on
some technical knowledge—‘okay don’t laugh at me’, she wrote—she was actually very adept at
navigating her way around the site and figuring out what she needed to do. She had seen the
draft of this proposal and previously had joked that she did not want to be the Luddite Lucy
persona, but as it turns out she was the best that one could hope for in that situation. Being
initially unsure about her skills lent her to learning many more features of the site than students
who felt confident enough to go into the site and start editing.
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Persona Students’ Use of the Wiki
The personas also had a good time editing the site in various use case scenarios. Capitalist
Carlton amended Marx to say that Capitalism was not all bad.

Tech Savvy Tommy used the comment function to leave him a message saying that he missed
the point. No actual student has used the comment form, and no one has used the discussion
forum to leave posts (a blog like feature).

I had started a thread to see if students would respond and start a discussion there, but no one
took up this opportunity. This is part of the motivation to integrate the WordPress and wiki sites
in the full version of this project, so that blogging will be in the same place and perhaps more
students will take advantage of it.

Another issue with the comment function of Wikispaces is that you cannot see the comments
when editing the site. In this persona use-case scenario, Luddite Lucy had seen that Tech9

Savvy Tommy had a comment, but once clicking edit she could no longer see where it went.
She used the edit feature to leave a comment in the text of the Manifesto: this is what is
highlighted in red. Interestingly, an actual student felt comfortable enough to delete Luddite
Lucy’s comment when she was editing the next paragraph. This is exactly what I was hoping
would happen—students would help each other learn the etiquette of the site.

End Result
On Wikispaces you can view the recent changes, but there is no function to have students write
a rationale for the changes. This is a feature I recommend be added.
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The students have continued to edit the wiki; below you can see the final version with 19 total
edits with all of the edits marked (red is what has been deleted and green is what has been
inserted).
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The final text of the rewritten manifesto reads as follows:

One of the more common additions is the current rhetoric surrounding the 1% and the 99%.
Another common change was updating the language to a more contemporary wording, or more
simple language. For example, one student changed ‘nexus’ to ‘connection’ and another
changed ‘great hostile camps’ to ‘opposing sides’. Overall, I was pleased with the proof of
concept and to see how students would approach the wiki. Although Wikispaces has worked
well, I would like to have the wiki integrated into the blog site that I am already using in my
courses via WordPress.
Full Version

The syllabus allots fifteen percent for this project as the first step in letting students know that
the collaboration is valued, in some cases, more than their individual work. Students receive
this assignment on the second day of class, as the Communist Manifesto is their first reading.
WordPress has a plugin that enables the creation of a wiki inside the WordPress
dashboard/CMS. Using this plugin allows the site to only have one login, making it easier for
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students, as well the instructor, to keep track of where their work is. This plugin is mature (last
updated 12/15/2011), and well supported. Although the plugin has been downloaded over
15,000 times, there were no links to current installs on other sites. Installation does not require
additional databases, or software on the server. Students access the wiki via the menu bar on
the homepage. To edit the wiki they use their own account username—I would create accounts
for all of my students (about 40). Students get started on this project right away. The students
have been made aware of the main class site on their first day of class, ClassicalTheory.org.
They make edits in small portions, normally going in and just changing a line or two. Students
look to see if other students have made more changes and then they make another edit. The
site will look like largely the same as the current wordpress.com site that I am using, but will
have the ability for plugins and more customization and, of course, a wiki page.

Wiki Projecti

Project
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Conclusions

This project is doable and important. The students who have participated in the proof of
concept have expressed that they find this project interesting and of value. The pedagogical
value is clear in that it disrupts the traditional hierarchy of the classical sociological canon as
well as the forces the students to engage in important questions raised by the canon, such as
the role of the individual in society. The use of the wiki facilitates the kind of learning
environment that teaches not just theory, but the production of theory and thought.
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